
Caring for your Buddha 
Board

• Only use water with your Buddha Board – make sure it is clean.  Avoid placing your board 
anywhere where grease or oil could splatter on the surface. 

• Do not touch the surface of the Buddha Board with sharp objects or you will scratch and 
permanently damage it. 

• It’s a good idea to replace the water if it has been sitting for a long period of time. (i.e. – 
overnight). Make sure that the bottom edge of the Buddha Board does not get too saturated with 
the water for long periods of time.

• Don't use hot water (in a mug). Using the board as a coaster has the adverse effect of having a 
permanent circle on your Buddha Board. Laying a warm mug of tea, hot cocoa, coffee or other 
drinks of that nature will definitely cause the part you touch to stay dark and unusable. 

• Kids + Crayons + Buddha Board = permanent damage. Crayons are wax based and permanently 
stain the board. The whole point of the thing was to teach impermanence, so unless you want to 
frame it and stick it on the fridge, we'd advise against crayons, pastels, pens, or pencil against the 
surface.

• Oil based anything will damage your board. For those who keep it in the kitchen, avoid the olive 
oil! Anything oil-based causes the surface of the board to stick creating another permanent 
smudge on the clean "canvas".  It’s best to even avoid touching it with fingers as they can have 
oils there too.

How does it work?
We never expose the inner workings of the board itself. If people ask, it's "magic".                    

Basically, it's a trade secret.

It is made of wood/paper material and it can scratch / tear if you use anything other than a soft and wet 
paintbrush. It is not recommended that you use your finger as human skin typically has oil on it.

A wet cloth would suffice as long as the cloth was clean, and the board was not "too wet" (i.e. immersed 
in water). 


